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Experimental investigation of pressure loss in rotating curved 
rectangular channels 

M. PIESCHE and K.-0. FELSCH (KARLSRUHE) 

IN nus articJe are presented the results of pressure loss measurements in a viscous, incompres
sible medium. The dependenc::e of pressure loss on the channel curvature and rotational motion 
was investigated. Of particular interest was the influence of the cross-sectional shape of the 
channel and the influence of the rotational direction relative to the flow direction on the frictional 
resistance. The pressure loss, in the form of a dimensionless resistance coefficient, has been 
determined as a function of the Dean number, the Taylor number and the aspect ratio, respective
ly, whereby the Dean number has been varied in the region 40 < De < 4 · 10" and the Taylor 
number in the region 0 ~ Ta < 2 · 10". The aspect ratio bfh experienced a change of between 
1/3 ~ bfh ~ 3/1. 1\n observably higher pressure loss appears in the experimental investigations 
than for the straight channel flow case. In non-rotating channels the measurements show an 
approximate independence of the cross-section geometry. However, for the case of rotation, 
for a Rossby number region of Ro < 0.1, the influence of the aspect ratio is of crucial signifi
cance insofar as the pressure loss value is concerned. 

W pracy przedstawiono wyniki pomiar6w strat cisnienia w lepkim o8rodku nieScisliwym. Roz
patrzono zaleinoSt strat cimienia od krzywizny kanalu i jego ruchu obrotowego. Szczcg61nie 
zainteresowanie budzi wplyw ksztaltu przekroju poprzecmego kanalu i k~ta nachylenia jego 
obrotu wz~ern kierunku przeplywu na wartoSt opor6w tarcia. Strat~ cisnienia wyraron~ 
w postaci bezwyrniarowego wsp6Jczynnika oporu okre5Jono jako funkcj~ liczby Deana, liczby 
Taylora oraz smuklo5ci, przy czym licz~ Deana przyjmowano z zakresu 40 < De < 4 · 10', 
a ticzb4; Taylora z zakresu 0 ~ Ta < 2 · 10". Smuklo5c b/h zrnieniala s~ w granicach od 1/3 
do 3. W do5wiadczeniach ·stwierdza si~ wyrame podwy:iszenie si~ strat cisnienia w por6wnaniu 
z kanalami prostymi. W kanalach nie wiruj~cych pomiary wskazuj~ na praktyczn~ niezaleZno5C 
tych strat od geornetrii przekroju poprzecznego. Jednak w przypadku rotacji i dla Jiczb Rosby'ego 
Ro < O,J, wplyw smuklo5ci na wartoSC: strat cisnienia jest bardzo istotny. 

B pa6oTe npe,tlCTaBJJeHhl pe:JyJibTaTbl H3MepeliHH nOTep& .AaBJieHHH B BR3I<OHeC>KHM&eMOH 
cpe,tle. PaccMOTpeHa 3aBHCKMOCTb nOTep& ,AaBJieiDUI oT KPilBil3Hbl Kma.na ll ero Bpama-re.ru.
Horo ~Jl)J(eJm.R. Oco6eHHh1H IIHTepec no36y~er BJIH.RHile clx>PMLI nonepe'IHoro CC'lf.eHHR 
K8HaJ18 H yrJI& H8KJIOH8 ero BpameHHH DO OTHOWeHJUO K HanpaBJieiDUO Te'leHWI H8 3H8'lCBil• 
CODpoTitBJieHHH TpeHWJ. flOTep.R ~JieHWI, Bblp8iKeHH8.R B BH,tle 6e3pa3MepHOI'O K~H, 
lUieHTa conpoTJumeHIUI, onpeAeJJeHa KaK $}'HKlnl.R t~Hcna ,I:Uma, liHCJia Teiinopa ll TOHKOC11Ie 
npHlleM 'lllCJIO .l(lma npHHHMatTc.s ll3 wrrepBa.na 40 < De < 4·10', a 'lllCJIO Teitnopa H3 
IUITepBa.na 0 < Ta < 2·10". ToJD<ocn. b/h H3Mewmaa. B npe,tleJiax OT 1/3 .AO 3. B 3Kcne
pmreHTax KOHCT8TH.poB8HO OT'IeTJDIBOe DOBLIWeJme DOTepb ,tlaBJieHHH DO cpaBHeiDUO C npo
CTLIMH J<aH&JiaMlt. B HeBpamaK>UUiXCR J<aua.nax ll3MepeHHH YJ<83Lmaror Ha np8l<TJl'leCKYIO 
HeaaBilCIWOCTb 3TlOf DOTeph OT I'eOMeTpllH nonepe'IHOI'O ce'leHWI. 0AH8KO, B . c.nyqae Bpa
~eHHH ll M.R liHCeJI Poc()H Ro < 0,1, B.TIWIHlle rom<oCTH. Ha 3Ha'leJme norep& ,tlaBJieHH.R 
O'leHL C)'!UeCTBeHHO. 

Nomenclature 

9* 

b width of the rectangular channel, 

v 
c .. = -- average velocity, 

b·h 
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'b· h 
d, = 2-- hydraulic diameter, 

b+h 
h height, 

L = 2n · r,. · n length of the channel, 
n number of turns, 

r m radius of curvature, 
V volume flow rate, 

LJp static pressure differential, 
t1p d, 

~ - · friction factor, 
1\c - e /2 · c! L 

J.t viscosity, 
(! density, 
w angular velocity, 

De == Re.(-. d, )0.5 
2· r,. 

. (}' c,.· d, 
Re = ------:P . 

Dean number, 

Reynolds number, 

Cm 
Ro = -- Rossby number, 

w·d, 
Ta = RejRo Taylor number. 

1. Introduction 

IN THE LITERATURE there are already numerous articl~s,_ both experimental and theoretical, 
about the flow . movements in curved channels. DEAN . [l] has developed. a calculation 
method in the form of a linearization of the equations of motion for which only a slight 
channel curvature is assumed. Through experimental investigations WHITE [2] con~rmed 
the usefulness of Dean's resistance formula with the restriction that the product of the 
characteristic Reynolds number with the ratio between the diame~r of the tube and the 
radius of curvature be small. TAYLOR [3] carried out stab~lity investigati.ons with the result 
that the influence of curvature delays the transition from laminar tO turbulent flow until 
higher Reynolds numbers are reached and so exercises a stabilizing effect on the Iaminar 
flow. 

We are indebted to the fundamental work of ADL~R [4] a~d Iro [5, 6] th~t there exist 
universal mathematical interrelationships for both laminar and turbulent pipe flows, 
which allow to make assertions about the size of the resistance coeffic_ieht for a given pipe 
geometry, material data and flow rate. In the publication [7,-8] the research was-extended 
to channels. with rectangular cross-sections. Here the Influence of the aspeet ratio on the 
pressure loss is determined by numerical approximation methods. The first investigations 
of the effect of rotational motion on the flow resistance in a curved channel with a square 
cross-section were carried out by LUDWIEG [9]. With the assumption that the -disturbance 
resulting from rotational motion is larger than that from the influence of the curvature, 
a calculation of the Iaminar flow in the .manner of a boundary layer calculation followed. 
E~perimental investigations of the influence of rotation on the resistance coefficient in 
a curved channel with a circular cross-section have been published by EuTENEUR and 
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PIESCHE [10]. The main feature of a flow through curved chaJ?.nel sections is occurrence 
of the centrifugal force, which causes secondary activity in the flow field. These secondary 
movements produce an amplification of the resultant wall-stress tension. As a direct 
consequence of this, there is a change in the pressure loss. If rotation of the channel is 
superimposed on the curvature, then Coriolis forces also appear. While the centrifugal 
forces retain their direction for a changing direction of rotation relative to the flow motion 
and, in the case of an: incompressible medium, only have an effect upon pressure distribution, 
the Coriolis forces change direction constantly, leading to, in some cases, the production 
of complicated flow movements. Depending on the direction of rotation of the channel· 
in relation to the flow direction, the Coriolis forces will have either a decelerating or an 
accelerating effect 011 the ffow whereby a reaction on the flow resistance cannot be excluded. 
The aim of this report is to determine experimentally the pressure loss as a function of 
the curvature, aspect ratio, angular velocity and its direction in both a Iaminar and a tur
bulent flow field and, if possible, to present the results in a universal form. Since rotating 
channels can be used as heat exchangers in technical areas, it is of primary interest to 
produce a general statement about :the pressure loss· as a function of the· flow rate and 
the channel geometry to be able to accomplish the lay-out of a supply system. Recent 
consideration [11] have produced· the evidence that under the influel\ce of rotation an 
improvement ofthe heat transfer can be achieved. 

2. Experimental apparatus 

The geometric model of the channel section is schematically drawn in Fig. 1. The 
pressure differential L1p along the curved channel section can be determined by measuring 

b 

~-~-
Qz(O,O,tw) 

FIG. 1. Schematic diagram of channel. 

the pressure at two points in ,the wall of the rotating channel. To accomplish this, 'two 
holes are bored into the inner cl)annel wall and pressure lines are led from these through 
the rotating hollow shaft to the measuring instruments. The holes lie in a flow region 
in which it is assured that additional pressure loss as a result of the inlet flow into the 
curved channel can be excluded. A centrifugal pump forces the fluid through the rotating 
hollow shaft through an inlet in the channel section, which is set into rotation by means 
of a direct-current motor and a V-belt drive. The flow rate V is determined by a flow rate 
measuring section. For the experiments water is used exclusively. We use an optical ta
chometer to determine the angular velocity. The main apparatus unit is the rotating cur
ved channel which essentially consists of a hollow aluminium cylinder into which a spiral 
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contour with only a slight pitch is cul A hollow plexiglas cylinder is precisely shrunk 
onto the channel and the connection is made water-proof with a rubber seal. The wetted 
surface can be considered to be hydraulically smooth. The Table l ~low gives an insight 
into the dimensions used. 

Tablet. 

b/h 1/3 1 1/2 1 2/3 1 1 1 3/2 1 3/1 

b[mm] 9.1 18.2 18 9 27.3 18 

h[mm) 27.3 27.3 18 9 18.2 6 ~-r ... [mm] 81.35 6 81.35 86 90.5 85.9 92 

3. Friction factors or the carYed noo-rotating cbaonel 

Figure 2 shows the resulta for the pressure loss as they appear in a laminar flow through 
a curved channel. The dimensionless friction factor ratio Ac/ J.., is plotted against the Dean 

0 
b li:, t=t 
t=t + ~=t h . 

A ..2.,.1 •+ 2L = atma h 2 (m 

eo6 2 .~ .... 0.1046 q *•t 

10010~2-------.-2----.......... ,-----.-6----.8-~101 

Dean number De _. 

FIG. 2. Resistance curve for the laminae channel flow. 

number De-. The scale is a log-log scale; ).", which represets the resistance coefficient 
for the straight channel with a square cross-section, is defin~d as )..s = 57 /Re. The two 

. curve parameters, the geometrical curvature ratio h/(2 rm) and the aspect ratio bfh, are 
varied in the range 0.0326 ~ h/(2r,) 0.1678 and 1/3 ~ b/h ~ 3/1, respectively. 
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The results proved that there are only insignificant differences in the coefficient ratio 
).~! A1., although there appears to be a clear tendency that the aspect ratio b/h has smaller 
values for b/h > l than b/h < l. The difference can be partially attributed to experimental 
errors so the experimental results do not lead to an unequivocal conclusion. 

The flow ·resistance in a turbulent tlow field can be sketched using a modified plot 
diagram. In Fig. 3 the pressure loss factor divided by the square root of d,/(2r,.) is plotted 

l 
10~ 

0 *=t .8 
6 

+ .2.. 1 
4 h 2 

'" 
+ OQO 

X*: t c;> +++00 OA - ~ +++ 0 AA 

~~ 2 0 CP. •• Ov 0 l tf 
"'0 . <P~~·~~:A· -r .. (~rr02 

0 *: 1 - o.o.'f$~~ 2 · rm 
,< 10-1 

0 .R.II.l 8 . IIOoo+o•Aox A 
o o •oJCx h 2 

6 

4 0 *=t 
2 

2 2 4 6 81)4 

F1o. 3. Resistance curve for the turbulent channel flow. 

against the product of the Reynolds number Re and the square of the hydraulic curvature 
ratio. The aspect ratio is also one of the curve parameters here. When it is thus represented, 
it is possible to find a universal curve behaviour. It is obvious that the ratio ).cl)., is in
dependent of the aspect ratio. This is also true for channel flows with straight walls. In 
Fig. 3 the laminar to turbulent transition point is identical with the point at which the curves 
for different aspect ratios unite into one. This system then describes a boundary curve 
which separates the laminar region from the turbulent one. Finally, it should be noted 
that the resistance coefficient can be described by the potential law 

4. Friction factors of the rotating channel 

The results for a rotating, curved channel with a square cross-section are presented 
in Fig. 4 for a Dean number range of 40 < De <2 · 103 • The curve _parameters are the 
Taylor number and the direction of rotation relative to the motion of the fluid. In addition, 
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Fro. 4. Pressure loss in a rota~g channel with bfh = 1. 

the experimentally obtained resistance curve for the non-rotating curved channel is plotted 
in the diagram. These two experimental curves are compared with the theoretical results. 

From the experimental results we can see that in this Dean number range a laminar 
motion dominates the flow field. It is interesting that, ,for example, for the curve path 
Ta = 1-75 for a large Dean number range the direction of rotational motion has a decisive 

102 

t: 
h 

••• 2·rm =0.1046 

+De 2 ~,. = 0.0497 

• • synonymous . rotation 

A - --Theory Ludwllg 
u ,c 

i 2 • 
blh a 1 

110' 
.ti 8 
~ 6 

4 

2 

mo1()~2----2~-. ~,-~6~8-10~3-~2---~,-~6-8~.~10-,---T2---,~-6~8~1f 

Dean runber 01 .. 

Fro. 5. The pressure loss in a Dean number range 102 < De < 4·10"" for Ta = 7.4 • 103
• 
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influence on the size of the pressure loss; there are observable rdifferences between the 
values when the flow and the rotation have the same direction and when they move. in 
opposite directions. On the other hand, in the range De < 102 the pressure loss is indepen
dent of the direction of rotation. The length of_ this region, as the plotting of the experi- · 
mental results for Ta = 1.9 · 104 showed, is a function of the Taylor number. In addition, 
we can see that the ratio Ac/ As is independent of the Dean number and from this we can 
deduce that Ac/ A5 is also independent of the Reynolds number. Moreover, there is good 
agreement with the theoretical considerations whereby the result can be deduced, which 
claims that the curvature of the channel has no influence on the ftow resistance at this 
Taylor number region. 

Figure 5 produces the evidence that fot. an increasing Taylor number the ratio Ac/ )., 
is independent of the geometrical curvature ratio h/(2r,). This could ·mean that ~e dis
turbance to the secondary flow caused by the rotational motion is far greater than that 
caused by the curvature. Also there is obviously a . stabilizing effeet of rotation on the· 
turbulence behaviour. For an increase of the flow rate ~ the geometry and material 
values are held· constant - the influence of rotational motion disappears and the pressure 
loss corresponds to the A.-values of a non-rotating, curved channel. The investigations 
produce the result, in confirmation of the experiments of WHITE [2] and TAYLOR [3], that 
the curvature exerts a strong stabilizing influen~e on the flow and thereby leads to an 
increased critical Dean number. This result is analogous to that found for the rotating 
straight channel for which the rotation leads to an increase in the critical Reynolds number. 
The· results indicate the width of the transitidn region. The transition from the laminar 
to the turbulent flow form occurs gradually within a given region which is, however, 
a function of the Taylor number. The physical meaning of the experimental results is 

/relative streamline 

h 

coriolis force 

secondary flow 

FIG. 6. Direction of the Coriolis forces. 

explained with the help of the schematic diagram in Fig. 6. TAYLOR's investigations [3] have 
shown how strongly the secondary motion influences flow conditions. It then immediately 
follows that the secondary effects are either indirectly or directly the cauSes of the discovered 
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increase in resistance. For a static curved channel two influences can essentially be dis
tinguished. One of them is that the secondary flow is continuously carrying flow particles 
with a higher velocity out of the middle stream to the channel walls, where they decelerate 
thereby losing an appreciable amount of their kinetic energy as .thermal energy. Continuity 
dictates that lower velocity fluid flows back into the middle of the channel and will there 
once again accelerate at the cost of the static pressure. The second influence depends 
on the fact that secondary flow, like every other flow, is subject to friction which also 
leads to loss of pressure energy and therefore results in an increase of the flow resistance. 
If, in addition, one observes the effects from the rotational motion, then not only does 
the centrifugal force resulting from the channel curvature have an effect, but there is 
also a Coriolis force acting perpendi~ular to the relative motion. The energy balance must 
then be completed by the force from the flow subjeet to friction. The sum of these forces 
are in equilibrium with the resulting pressure force~ Near the wall this equilibrium of 
forces is disturbed and so the flow in the wall zones moves towards areas of lower pressure. 
For the case of the rotation being in the same direction as the main flow movement, th6 
force fraction originating from the Coriolis force intensifies the secondary motion and 
so the pressure loss is insreased. For larger angular velocities and a smaller flow rate the 
centrifugal force is small relative to the Coriolis force. In this case the secondary motion 
changes direction and will be re-directed towards the axis of rotation [12]; from this point 
it is independent of the rotational direction. If the centrifu.gal force predominates over 
the Coriolis force, then the pressure loss is no longer dependent on the rotation. This 
behaviour is characterized by the Rossby number which reflects the relationship between 
the mass forces and the Coriolis forces (Fig. 7). 

t~ 
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~ 
.2 2 
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.:: xr' 
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4 
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'* .,, 

2 

~a O.IOidi 

I 

4 6 8102 

~number Ro----1-

FIO. 7. Resistance coefficient as a function of the mass forces and Coriolis forces. 

By specifying the order of magnitude of this characteristic factor the region can be 
separated into one in which the influ~nce of the direct_ion of rotation disappears and one 
in which an influence is present. Figure 7 allows us to recognize that in spite of the con
siderable Re value, e.g. Re "' 106 and the certainly high turbulence intensity, r~gions 
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can be defined in which the Coriolis force, influenced by the rotational direction, causes 
changes in the resistance coefficient. 

Figure 8 shows the influence of the aspect ratio for Ta = 1.9 · 104. In this Taylor 
number region the resistance ratio, as the experimental investigations have revealed, is 
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6 
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.2 s tO' 

~ 8 
.!.! 6 .:: 

4 

2 

1)0 
10-1 2 
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Ro < 10-t 

4 6 81d' 2 

0 ~ = 0.1678 

0 2.JL = 0.1046 · rm 

0 ..JL. = 0.0326 
2 · rm 

4 6 8 101 

QSPeCt IUtio b/h .. 

F10. 8. The relative resistance coefficient as a function of the aspect ratio. 

independent of the curvature ratio h/(2r "'): In addition, a Rossby number region has 
been chosen in which no influence of the direction of rotating is apparent. The resistance 
measurements reveal that as the bfh value increases, the ratio ).c/) •• diminishes and is 
proportional to (b/h)- 0 ' 35• Nothing more can be said within the scope of this report 
about the further development of this curve for different values of the aspect ratio. 

s. Conclasioos 

For the stationary cu·rved channel a universal pressure loss statement was achieved 
for both the laminar and the turbulent flow regions whereby, in a somewhat engineer
like way of thinking, the independence of the aspect ratio was determinied. In a flow field 
with rotating channel sections the relationships are more complicated. However, through 
an estimation of the order of magnitude of the Rossby number, regions can be separated, 
thereby restricting the variety of parameters. In the region Ro < 0.1 and for large Taylor 
numbers the pressure loss is only a function of the aspect ratio and the Taylor number 
and also independent of the curvature ratio hf(2rm) with the restriction that the investi
gations only considered h/(2rm) values which were less than 0.1678. In the region Ro "" 1 
the direction of rotation makes itself noticeable. For a rotational direction opposite to 
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that of the flow direction there is a smaller pressure loss factor compared to a rotational 
motion in the same direction as the flow. For the case Ro · > 20 the pressure loss is independ
ent of the Taylor number and identical with that of the stationary curved channel. 
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